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Education & Work 
University 
 •  English A, 4 months; Media and Communication 
studies A-C, 1,5 years at Gothenburg University.  
Among other reports I did a historic research on a small 
Swedish city and it’s two news papers through time.  
  • Chinese, 4 months. Very intense introduction course to 
Mandarin on Tunghai University (東海⼤學). Learnt reading 
and writing but most of all how to speak. 

Theocratic ministry school 
I was 6 years old when I joined it. As a student you learn how 
to teach others effectively using an outline, visual aids,  and 
other very important speaking qualities. Through this school 
we receive training to regularly give lectures, talks and host 
conferences in Chinese, English and Swedish. Still going.

Work 
  • skrift.nu My own company and webpage. I do mostly 
Copywriting, SEO and web content. The plan is also to more 
frequently do translation Chinese > Swedish 
Administration. I did salary administration for a company 
of 50 people in 2011/2012, and also accounts.  
Food, liquor and sales  
I have been in the business for 8 years. At first in retail for 
Italian food and later at Systembolaget, Sweden’s monopoly 
for alcoholic beverages, where I have been working 6 years. I 
have knowledge in food pairing , wine origin, but my edge 
knowledge is beer and brewing. 

 
My goal: 
  • I will do my utmost in all situations 
  • I will only deliver a product I feel proud of 
  • I will see every task as an opportunity to learn something

skrift.nu

Copy & Translation 

In 2015 I started my own 
small business. I write web 
content and copy text in 
swedish. 

As a translator I work with 
English/Chinese > Swedish. 

Swedish 

Born in Gothenburg in 1985 
and have lived in different 
parts of the country. When I 
was little my dad started 
working on an ad agency, so 
copy and text has always 
been a big part of my 
existence.  

Chinese 

In 2013 my wife and I 
decided to move for a 
semester to Taiwan and study 
mandarin. It went well and we 
graduated a course from 
Tunghai University later that 
year. Ever since I am using 
Chinese when teaching the 
bible to mandarin speakers 
and I also give 30 minutes 
lectures in mandarin from 
time to time. 

English 

In 2012 we joined an English 
group of bible teachers. For 
several years we have been 
speaking english on a daily 
basis. 
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